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Strangers

I’ll be taking these roses
By the thorns

And count how many times
I thought we were thicker than blood

Guess it wasn’t enough since the pain you caused
At once, you were an addiction

And I had withdraws
And the side effects

Were rough
Yet I learned to adapt
I learned to hold on

Keep myself  together
Yes it was painful at times

But I’ll be holding these roses differently now
Hold them delicately by the petals
As if  we were strangers by nature

Because if  I feel a prick of  thorns now
I’ll remind myself  of  where I was

and where I don’t want to be anymore



Take It Easy

Easy
It was easy

You made it easy to make it harder for me
Blinded by all the red flags

Missed all the warnings
Playing with feelings

You wanted me to buy and barter
Well this young money mentality getting old

You not Dwayne Carter
Playing with fire man, but your emotions

Wanted to rain on my parade
Brought out the drums and horns

To do anything for me to stay
I left a long time ago

Couldn’t let myself  play
These games anymore

Tired of  saying go easy on me
When you just made it harder

Look how much you’ve could learned
If  you let go and let the healing go a little farther



My Little Love

I feel for this time recently…
I’m ok with being alone

I’m ok with the sanctuary I’ve created within my home
Within these four walls

So much has taken place
Some things we did together

Some alone I had to face
Ain’t nothing worse than looking myself  in the eyes

No more looking in the mirror seeing something I despise
Going over all the truths
And seeing it was all lies

My little love found itself  in a hopeless place
And you have yet to learn your lessons



Woman Like You

Heard it all before

But your lies ain’t working now

Just like the song said

Because I’ve replayed the situations over and over

In my head

More than I should’ve

And looking back I shouldn’t have put the needle

On the vinyl

Broke the damn vinyl

And never to come back to it

The lyrics of  the heartbreak used to be etched into my brain

To the point that I couldn’t even focus on a new relationship

Because my inner thoughts wanted to sing karaoke

And maybe I should’ve kicked em off  the stage

Since I feel like the rotten tomato splatters can be seen in my failed relationships

So now, talking to someone

I get up to the open mic and I begin

Hopefully I’ve not been with a woman like you

Hopefully you bring new adventures my way

I don’t need a walkthrough of  how this relationship will go

But I’m willing to explore it with you

If  you and I give each other a chance



Hold On

I’ve done so much growing
Along the way came growing pains

Two years ago, my mind tried to make me go insane
Few years ago, a few of  you, I would blame

Last year, I thought I was ready to love again
And overtime, I realized how heartbreak was damaging

Just be patient
Like you, I’m a work in progress

Self-care is the motive
My happiness will lead to success

Hold on to me when you see I feel stressed
Hold on to me, as I combat these tests

Hold on to my truths and never second guess
Don’t push me away

If  you do, I’m done fighting
I’m done caring

I’m done seeking forgiveness
I’m done with the crying

Just hold on



Loved

If  I learned anything within the last year
I need to love myself  in order to be loved

Because at this point…
I have to be smarter, wiser, work harder

In order for happiness to go farther
I need to find balance in one’s self

Before in another
Because it’s a been thin line between love and hate

I’ve seen the movie…
I’ve written about it…

I’ve listened to the same song and dance
I’m done with it

I’ve tried
I’ve been there

And I’ve done that
I tried with people I thought I could love

I tried with people I thought I could marry
So young

Some of  the decisions made were based off  intuition
Right now, I’m going to focus on me

Internal healing
Self-love and self-care

And I don’t give a fuck if  I’m being selfish
I’ve tried being selfless

And I’ve been hurt in the end
So I’m going to stop bleeding

Heal these scars
Because my heart is not gonna hurt anymore

Due to wanting….
To be loved



This Game of Love

What’s impossible
Is the feeling that I won’t ever feel love again

I won’t ever feel heartbreak
I won’t ever feel something

Because there’s too many people
In this world

And one of  them will be lucky enough to be my other half
Because I haven’t been whole in this game of  love

The rules have changed
Penalties have been assessed

Fouls have been made
And I have been fined way too much in damages

That’s why I took a step away
Hiatus but far from retirement

I want the sensation from you without the feeling of  entitlement
I want the moment without being a memory

I want to be into you as much as you’re in to me
I need the balance not 80/20

Not the 60/40 or 70/30
I need you to not have to worry

Love may be for fools
But I’ll remain in the king’s court
I’ll continue to entertain the idea

And I’ll do this here for sport
All the expectations

Yet neither of  us want to come up short
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